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Comprehensive understanding of the principles governing the geological activity of the
Earth was obtained in continental and oceanic mountains. It is not expected that the
principles governing the overall geologic activity and evolution of other planetary bodies
such as Mars will be understood if exploration is limited to nearly flat terrains, either
imposed by the used exploration platform capabilities, the risk of getting stuck, or by the
time required to cross the border of a landing ellipse. Surface exploration of mountains is
additionally to be coupled to two- or three-dimensional geophysical surveys to correlate
the surface observations with deeper processes. On the small bodies where ultra-low
gravity prevails, the weight of wheel-driven platforms is not sufficient to generate the
friction at the contact with the ground that is required to trigger motion of the rover
relative to the ground. Under such circumstances, hopping is one of the mobility solutions.
We present a new locomotion system, the hopter platform, which is adapted to these
challenges on Solar System bodies having a gravity field lower than on Earth. The hopter is
a robust, versatile and highly manoeuvrable platform based on simple mechanical con-
cepts that accurately jumps to distances of metres to tens of metres and more, depending
on the gravity field of the studied body. Its low mass of 10 kg (including up to 3 kg of
miniaturised payload), makes it possible to simultaneously launch several hopters to work
as a fractionated explorer at a very competitive cost. After reviewing the payload that may
be placed onboard hopters, we illustrate the scientific capabilities of hopters and hopter
networks in performing basic geologic observations at distinct study sites in a variety of
geological environments, obtaining data along steep geological cross sections, surveying
geophysical anomalies in the subsurface, prospecting resources, monitoring micro-
environments, meteorological events, and geodetic deformation, or characterizing dust
activity on Mars, the Moon, and Phobos.
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1. Introduction

The platforms currently used for the exploration of the
solid Solar System bodies include landers and rovers.
Immobile lander platforms are powerful for analysis of the
ground and environment; their strength is therefore, on
the one hand, accurate in situ observations and measure-
ments, such as heat flow measurements [1,2] and deter-
mination of thermal and mechanical properties of the
subsurface [3], and on the other hand, the ability to
monitor events at that site, for instance weather patterns
[4,5] and seismic activity [2]. The strength of rovers lies in
the possibility of exploring many kilometres on the
ground; however two severe restrictions apply: (1) related
to landing and trafficability: both place dramatic con-
straints on slopes and terrain roughness throughout the
10 s of km wide landing ellipse (e.g., [6] for Mars Science
Laboratory); (2) related to the surface gravity: roving relies
on adherence of wheels to the ground, so that on ultra-low
gravity bodies such as Phobos and Deimos, asteroids,
cometary nuclei or Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs), roving is
simply not possible.

The landing and trafficability issues cause major pro-
blems for geology [7]. Most of the understanding of the
Earth gained by field geologists is learnt from mountai-
nous terrain indeed, whether on land or in the sea,
because mountains give a three-dimensional view of the
geological processes. Roaming around provides informa-
tion on their geographic extent as well as on their evolu-
tion through time (Fig. 1). The terrestrial experience indi-
cates that we cannot save on access and mobility in pla-
netary mountains to gain a sound understanding of the
explored body. However, escaping the landing ellipse takes
a lot of time; although the dimensions of the landing
ellipse for the Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity rover was
the smallest ever (7�20 km), it took the rover 672 Earth
days to cross its landing ellipse border [8], meaning that
(1) due to the nearly flat terrain constraints on planetary
landing and roving, the view that rovers give us can be
compared to the view that geologists would have of the
Earth if only kilometres of regions such as the Sahara or
the Mississippi delta were explored; (2) the instruments
and the main system are already two years old once the
Fig. 1. One of the most astounding achievements of field geology: west–east ge
Alps (one of the most complex terrestrial orogens), proposed by Swiss geologis
remarkably confirmed this interpretation. It is especially consistent with plat
structures similar to the Alps are not expected, in our current understanding, on
such as Aeolis Mons (aka Mount Sharp) in Gale crater and the slopes of bedrock i
geologically complex mountains that should be studied using a similar approac
alpine orogeny); 3: foreland basin (30 , 30 0 , 30 0 0: migrated foreland basins); 4, 40 , 40

nappe; 6: second cordillera and Dent-Blanche nappe; 8, 80 , 80 0 , 80 0 0: Apulian un
controlled by tectonic fabric; 10: Structural top of the western Alps.
‘Sahara reg landing constraints’ are released; the observed
damages on the MSL wheels testifies to this concern. As an
illustration, the lifetime estimate of the MSL wheels on the
terrains it has investigated until 2014 corresponds to a
travelling distance of 8–14 km, which motivated revision
of the planned route to Mount Sharp, its destination [9].
The question of accessing interesting terrains beyond the
landing ellipse has been recognised critical [10]. In addi-
tion to the landing ellipse constraints, rover wheel slip
hazard is critical because slip may break arms or instru-
ments [11]. Slip hazards are many and cause complex
challenges, they include low cohesion regolith, moving
rocks, small scale slope failures and others. These hazards
are aggravated by slope steepness; for instance, MSL has
been designed to climb local slopes up to 30° [6], but
experience shows that the perspective of a rover tilt by
more than 15° requires a specific slip risk assessment
procedure to be defined [11].

The wheel adherence issue of rovers is critical on Mars
because of the risk of getting stuck if adherence is not high
enough; this issue is currently limiting the exploration of
ultra-low gravity objects (e.g., asteroids) to landers, i.e. to a
study of a single site at the surface, chosen as a function of
the landing constraints (slopes, rock abundance, spacecraft
motion relative to the studied object etc.) and instrument
and overall feasibility requirements (communication with
the orbiting spacecraft or the Earth, sunlight etc.). The
intrinsic scientific interest of the landing site compared to
other potential sites is taken into account in so far as these
requirements are satisfied. Landing of Philae on comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko is an example of this
approach [12]; although the lander bumped the surface
three times, only the third (final) touched site could be
studied [Note for the reviewers: a reference will be added
here after the first series of articles on Philae results are
published].

Among five classes of locomotion: wheels, tracks, legs,
body articulation, and non-contact locomotion [13], hop-
ping (a non-contact class of locomotion) is one of the most
efficient ways of manoeuvring among obstacles that are
much bigger than the robot itself, granting access to pla-
netary areas so far inaccessible for conventional rovers.
Hoppers may be considered as valuable alternatives to
ological profile across the Alps, an excerpt of an evolution scenario of the
t Emile Argand [14]. The modern geological and geophysical works have
e tectonics, which was theorised 51 years later. Mountain belts having
the other planetary bodies considered in this article, but layered mounds
n Valles Marineris on Mars, as well as crater central peaks, are examples of
h. Explanation of numbers: 1: basement (10: basement deformed by the
0 , 40 0 0 , 40 0 0: elements of the frontal cordillera; 5: internal crystalline massifs
its (80 0 , 80 0 0: transported onto the European tectonic plate); 9: drainage
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landers and rovers for the exploration of Mars and the
other Solar System bodies of smaller dimensions, allowing
operations that both landers and rovers would do, with
access to planetary mountains and controlled displace-
ments at the surface of any body, including the
smallest ones.

Hopping is a fast, and the main, locomotion system of
many animals, sometimes with impressive efficiency. For
instance, a study of two galago species have shown that
they accumulate potential energy during a 1/10 s to 2/10 s,
the instantaneous release of which produces up to 55 N
[15], which given the weight of adult animals, ca. 400 g,
should be enough (16.5 m/s) for galagos to escape the
gravity field, if latitude-varying centrifugal forces and tidal
forces are neglected, of Phobos (11.4 m/s on average) and
Deimos (5.5 m/s on average), asteroid Eros (10.3 m/s on
average) and by far, many asteroids such as Toutatis
(1.9 m/s on average) and Itokawa (0.2 m/s on average), and
cometary nuclei such as Tempel-1 (1.4 m/s on average) and
Churyumov-Gerasimenko (1 m/s on average).

Humans have also found that hopping is a natural way
of moving on the Moon, as illustrated by the conversation
between astronauts Eugene Cernan and Harrison Schmitt
during the Apollo 17 mission (corrected transcript from
the Apollo Lunar Surface Journal by Eric M. Jones):

167:09:45 Cernan: (Doing long, two-footed hops) This is
the best way for me to travel. Uphill or downhill.

167:09:48 Schmitt: What's that?
167:09:50 Cernan: Like this. Two-legged hop.
167:09:53 Schmitt: There seems…Yeah.
167:09:54 Cernan: And on level ground, I can skip. I don't

like that loping thing.
167:09:59 Schmitt: Oh, the loping's the only way to go.
167:10:01 Cernan: Well…See, when I'm on level ground, I

can skip. But this two-legged thing is great! Man, I can cover
ground like a kangaroo!

This article presents an innovative type of hopper,
named hopter, a robotic platform that is to replace a field
geologist on moderate to ultra-low gravity solid bodies
that combines the ability of climbing (and climbing down)
scarps by following the most appropriate path, and reco-
vering in case of fall, slip or blocking, as a geologist would
do in mountains, but also jump to rock benches or beyond
obstacles that are many times its height. It focuses on
hopter definition and categorisation as well as examples of
potential geological applications. The mechanical design is
described in detail in a separate paper.
2. The HOPTER concept

2.1. Solar System exploration hopping platforms: state-of-
the-art

Several approaches for space hopping have been
investigated so far ([16,17]), some designed for ultra-low
gravity bodies (Fig. 2a–e) and some for small planets like
Mars (Fig. 2f–i), with only a few implemented in space
missions. The Phobos-2 mission (1988) PROP-F hopper
(Fig. 2a) possessed a dedicated leg for accumulation of
jump energy and special arms to flip it to the initial
jumping position, following a ballistic arc [18,19,17]. The
MINERVA hopper (Fig. 2b) deployed from Hayabusa had a
cylindrical shape and a system of two actuators of which
one played a role of a torque wheel to induce hopping
force, and the second determined hopping direction [20].
Hayabusa-2 includes three MINERVA-2 hoppers and a
MASCOT hopper. MASCOT (Fig. 2c) originally was to be a
hopper actuated by an arm movement, but eventually the
arm was changed to an eccentric reaction wheel allowing
to perform multiple scientific measurements in different
locations during its short operation life time of 16 hours
[21]. The Hedgehog concept takes also advantage of reac-
tion wheels, but they introduced three wheels orthogonal
to each other. As a result, it is considered as a spacecraft/
rover hybrid. Its cubical shape equipped with spikes all
around makes it capable of performing pivoting, slipping
and hopping (Fig. 2d) [22]. The Comet Hopper (CHopper),
considered for a NASA Discovery Program mission, had to
hop a couple of times on comet 46P/Wirtanen (Fig. 2e) at
different times during descents to the surface of the comet
[23]. On bodies with higher gravity field (e.g., Moon and
Mars), the released kinetic energy needs to be sub-
stantially higher.

The large Mars Reconnaissance Lander (MRL, �500 kg;
Fig. 2f) uses a radioisotope stored in thermal rocket engine
and repeatedly compresses CO2 and discharges it through
thrusters [24,25,26]. It takes advantage of performing
short, controlled ballistic flights to achieve distances of c.a.
1.5 km, giving the capability to cross terrain inaccessible to
conventional rovers, but in fact still cannot access those
since it still requires flat terrain for landing. The Mars in-
situ Propellants Rocket (MIPR) hopper has objectives
similar to the MRL but uses solar power to react atmo-
spheric CO2 into O2 and CO [27]. The 1.3 kg elastic cage
design (Fig. 2g) protects the payload and mechanism by
multiple bended metal strips arranged as ribs. Jumping is
achieved through cage compression and sudden release
along the vertical axis [28]. The partially prototyped design
of Martian hopper with Shape Memory Alloy (SMA)
actuator (Fig. 2h) is tetrahedron-shaped. The jumping
mechanism is a unique actuator in contact with the
ground attached to the tetrahedron chassis in which the
payload is to placed. After each jump the hopper flips back
to the starting position. The SMA actuator is driven by the
diurnal temperature gradient, and because of the single
actuator, the angle of jump is fixed [29]. As advocated by
its shape, the Spherical Mobile Investigator for Planetary
Surfaces (SMIPS, Fig. 2i) primarily rolls, and does this by
offsetting its centre of mass [30]. Negotiation of small
obstacles by jumping may be achieved by quick accelera-
tion of the internal pendulum, expansion and release of
the ball in the direction of its telescopic axis, or increase of
the ball internal pressure and release the gas through
nozzles.



Fig. 2. Previous hoppers for the study of low-gravity Solar System bodies: (a) Phobos hopper [31]; (b) MINERVA [20]; (c) MASCOT [32]; (d) Hedgehog [22];
(f) Comet Hopper [23]. Planetary hopper solutions: (f) Mars Reconnaissance Lander [26]; (g) Elastic cage design [28]; (h) Hopper with SMA Actuator [29];
(i) Spherical Mobile Investigator for Planetary Surface [30].

Fig. 3. Artist's view of a hopter in a Valles Marineris-type landscape (no
vertical exaggeration). The maximum jumping height on Mars with the
currently considered mechanisms is anticipated to be 4 m.
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2.2. HOPTER design

We define HOPTER, an acronym for Highland Terrain
Hopper, as a new category of locomotion systems based on
controlled jumping aiming at studying the surface, sub-
surface, and environment of low and ultra-low gravity
bodies (Fig. 3). Hopter mechanical design is detailed in
another paper. The currently designed hopters are small
and light locomotion platforms (Table 1) including min-
iaturised instruments [33,34,35]. The main system, located
in the central part of the platform, controls three inde-
pendent electromagnetically driven actuating legs
designed to propel the hopter to a specified place located
at a maximum distance that depends on the value of the
acceleration of gravity (or escape velocity) of the explored
body, and a maximum jumping height that also scales
with gravity. The considered mechanism is designed to
allow a maximum jumping height of 4 m on Mars



Table 1
Hopter design parameters.

Envelope diameter 60–70 cm
Envelope height 30–40 cm
Central disk diameter 40–50 cm
Central disk height 8–10 cm
Total mass 8–10 kg
Payload mass 2–3 kg
Battery voltage 12 V
Electric charge 7 A h
Total energy stored 300 kJ
Energy accumulated in a
single actuating leg

40–50 J

Maximum number of
jumps with full battery
charge

1000a

Maximum jumping height
(scales with gravity)

Mopters and kbopters: 4 m on Mars,
9 m on the Moon, 22 m on Pluto, 53 m
on Ceres, 130 m on Enceladus
Phopters: no limitation

a Assuming 50% efficiency.

Fig. 4. Hopter anatomy.

Fig. 5. The main hopter categories depend on escape velocity (centrifugal
and tidal forces are neglected) and insolation conditions. Yellow back-
ground indicates the region where battery recharge by solar panels is
useful. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(Table 1). The battery, charged by solar panels if the stu-
died body is close enough to the Sun (see next section),
has an autonomy of 500–1000 jumps without recharge,
which allows for a nominal horizontal travel distance of
5 km. This distance is anticipated to be increased by sev-
eral hundred percent by battery recharge, making the
distance currently travelled by opportunity (440 km)
conceivable. The main system is located in the central part
of the platform, and the three inter-leg spaces are left for
payload (Fig. 4). Power is supplied by a battery that can be
recharged by solar panels that would be located at the top
and bottom of the platform and protected against impacts
by an overlying grid (not displayed on Fig. 4). The hopter is
fully symmetric, which allows to increase the variety of
displacement modes. Many risky displacements are made
possible by robot symmetry and leg configuration; they
make risky scientific objectives achievable. In case of failed
jump, the hopter remains operational for a next attempt.
One leg at least is staying in contact with the ground and
can be used to reposition the hopter and prepare it for a
new jump.
2.3. Categorisation

Most solid Solar System bodies can be explored by
hopters (with the exception of Venus due to its atmo-
spheric pressure), but adaptations may be required,
depending on escape velocity and solar radiation (Fig. 5).
We define three hopter categories:

– Mopters are adapted to the Earth, Mars and the Moon.
On Mercury, the temperature conditions, up to more
than 400 °C, require specific cooling systems that con-
sume additional power. Mopters may also be adapted to
the study of some of the giant planets' satellites.

– Phopters are adapted to bodies having an escape velocity
which is low enough for mopter mechanisms to be
endangering for a hopter to go back to the ground sur-
face, such as Phobos, Deimos, asteroids, and cometary
nuclei approaching the Sun to a distance approximately
longer than the distance between the Sun and Mercury.
Less energetic mechanisms are required.

– Kbopters are adapted to the ultra-low temperatures
(typically 30–40 K) that are encountered at the surface
of KBOs, and cometary nuclei at similar distances to the
Sun. They require technological adaptations accounting
for such temperatures.

All the hopters are powered by batteries, but those
close enough to the Sun can be recharged through solar
panels, whereas more distant hopters receive much less
solar radiation. Kbopters and some phopters are con-
cerned; however, for the phopters in the inner Solar Sys-
tem, the absence of solar panels is anticipated not to be an
issue due to the extremely low force required for jumping
and its velocity not to exceed the escape velocity of the
explored body.



Fig. 6. Hopter displacement strategies (scales are for landscapes, hopters are not drawn at scale). In addition to the various Hopter displacement possi-
bilities (a), low mass allows several hopters to be dropped at a study site for networking, using duplicated or complementary payload (b).
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2.4. Displacement strategy

The independence of the three actuating legs makes
several displacement modes possible, depending on ter-
rain configuration, instrument location and orientation,
and scientific objectives (Fig. 6a). In case a hopter falls
upside down, the full symmetry of the platform and legs
make the next jump possible without implementing a
recovery procedure; in case of failed jump resulting in an
unexpected hopter orientation, some of these modes are
also adapted to reposition the hopter to an appropriate
position for the next jumps due to the independence of the
legs and their ability to adjust the released energy of each
separately.

The independent release of graduated energy allows
4 displacement strategies to be implemented, depending
on the scientific objectives as well as the local terrain
configuration. A grand jump is adapted to climbing cliffs or
jumping over obstacles (Fig. 6a). This way mountain out-
crops can be investigated, as well as jumped over to access,
for instance, flat terrains that are not accessible to rover
because the landing ellipse would be too large. For local
investigation of a promising small outcrop, for instance to
investigate rock structures exposed on a steep of vertical
slope, crawling may be adapted; if an instrument is not
properly aligned with an outcrop for measurements, plat-
form turnover may solve the issue. Platform turnover may
also be a solution before activating an instrument the
system of which cannot function properly when upside
down. A half jump, consisting in platform rotation of not
more than a few tens of degree in a vertical plane about
the end of one platform foot, by actuating the two other
legs, may end up with hopter fall to a position that is
slightly different from the initial position, which may be
helpful to slightly reorient the hopter to improve obser-
vation or measuring conditions, and may also be useful for
stereo image acquisition. If the hopter is on a slope, such a
limited rotation jump will be associated to a torque that
will reorient the hopter to a predictable direction.
Hopters can be used in exploration mode, as shown
above, but also in cruise mode. In order to access outcrops
tens to hundreds of metres away separated by flat and
smooth terrain, serial jumps (without any human operation
between jumps) may be programmed. Although automatic
programming of many jumps is technically achievable,
jumping accuracy would significantly decrease after a few
jumps. It appears therefore that a strategy consisting in
series of a few automatic jumps separated by hopper
position checking by staff is the fastest safe way of crossing
terrains when geological observations are not planned,
corresponding to a travelling distance of ca. 60 m/day on
Mars or ca. 150 m/day on the Moon.

These strategies make possible independent investiga-
tions of study sites. One of the most innovative aspects of
the hopter concept is that due to the low mass and cost of
the platform, investigations of a site of high scientific
interest using multiple platforms dropped in the same
area, open the opportunity of networking. At the same
study site, multiple hopters carrying different but com-
plementary payloads may undertake a comprehensive
field study. Alternatively, duplicate payload makes it pos-
sible conduction of two-dimensional geological or geo-
physical profiles the same way geologists do in the field on
Earth (Fig. 6b). Each hopter may be in charge of a segment
of the profile, for a given hopter autonomy, the length of
the full profile depends on the number of hoppers. Profiles
tens of kilometres long may be studied. Furthermore,
gridded geophysical surveys can also be conducted for
subsurface prospecting and reveal the three-dimensional
properties and structure of the subsurface, the same way
gravity, magnetic or seismic surveys would on Earth.

The displacement performance of hopters may be
evaluated against the performance of Martian rovers on
flat terrains, for instance Curiosity, the most sophisticated
Martian rover to date. The calculations below are illus-
trative only. The situation considered here is that the robot
is moving on a terrain which is flat but with useful geo-
logical observations to make in its vicinity (layer attitude



Fig. 7. Examples of hopter mission goals and adapted miniaturised payloads. The navigation subsystem (seen at the centre) is common to all missions (fov
is for field of view). For geodesy, no additional instrument is required. For other mission goals, additional instruments are required, and sometimes
additional hopters (numbered H1 to Hn), plus a reference station (Href) for geodesy and magnetic surveying. Shallow seismic experiment may use a
dedicated hopter for seismic noise production (Hseis).
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determination, analysis of faults or rock fabric, variations
in sedimentary deposition, determination of lava flow
direction etc.), resulting in a low displacement speed. The
average travel distance of Curiosity, of mass 900 kg, over
2 years is T¼10 m/day. Terrain coverage per unit mass and
day is C¼0.011 m/kg/day. The same distance may be easily
travelled by a hopter: 10 m corresponds to 3 or 4 jumps,
which on flat terrains may be achieved in a single day,
potentially by serial jump programming (Fig. 7a). For a
hopter of maximum mass 10 kg including payload,
C¼1 m/kg/day, i.e. a 90 times more than Curiosity.
Assuming that the useful observations (panoramic views
excluded) around Curiosity and a hopter are at a maximum
lateral distance of 4 m, the useful surface area for field
observations covers 40 m2 daily, corresponding to 0.09 m2/
kg/day for Curiosity and 8 m2/kg/day for a hopter. For
similar platform mass, 900 kg, the 0.09 m2/kg/day for
Curiosity transforms to 620 m2/kg/day for an orthogonal
mesh of 90 hopters of mass 10 kg. These calculations
illustrate that in any given area that is accessible to rovers
and hopters, the mobility of hopters for a similar launch
cost is much higher, making possible hopter ferreting out
with high mobility before selecting target sites for detailed
investigation.
2.5. Payload and mission topics

Each hopper may carry up to 3 kg of payload (Table 1).
In order to save space and weight, as well as make hopters
more robust and less prone to destabilisation on sloping
the ground, the main system and payload systems may be
highly miniaturised and designed simultaneously in a non-
conventional way in order to mutualize as many compo-
nents as possible.

This mass basically allows one hopper to conduct an
independent study with at least one or two main instru-
ments (for instance, spectrometers) in addition to a number
of very light instruments (cameras, temperature and
humidity sensors etc.). Loading a hopter as much as possi-
ble may however not always be desirable, for instance in
case of magnetic field investigations, as detailed below, for
which magnetic noise within the platform is to be kept as
low as possible. In general, a multifunctionality approach
for the payload and main system components is favoured,
in which for each hopter a scientific task or objective is
assigned, the system and subsystem structures are inven-
ted, and feasibility is investigated.

Although microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) tech-
nology usually features extremely small components, the
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miniaturisation driver is not saving mass, but money, or
increasing performance, e.g., a sensor's sensitivity or an
actuator's displacement resolution. For this reason, systems
employing MEMS components might, to a large extent,
contain also conventional, mass-produced components, as
the opposite is not justified, and, hence, be as heavy as
systems based on conventional technology. Here, mass is of
essence, and part of the solution is integration on different
levels. At the lowest level, microdevices can be integrated on
chip, with little or no mass penalty. For instance, two (or ten
or a hundred) elements for magnetic field measurements
can be put on the same chip as one. On the next level, more
or less naked chips, or their equivalents, can be put on the
same carrier, sometimes referred to as multi-chip modules.
By this, e.g., signal handling and power supply, as well as
substrates and encapsulation can be shared, and the mass
added by the MEMS-based subsystem can approach that of
the MEMS components themselves, which is usually a cou-
ple of grams.

A next step may be using components for more than
their primary purpose. This is a kind of multifunctionality,
sometimes strived for, but not often achieved, as it asks for
system design aspects from very different disciplines.
Good examples of these approaches are given in the ÅSTC's
NS-1 concept, a nanosatellite based on microtechnology
[36]. Whereas other nanosatellites, like microsatellites and
even picosatellites, rarely contain MEMS components, this
one does, and, furthermore, it accommodates naked
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) electronics components
in multilevel multi-chip modules made of silicon, the
standard MEMS material, and uses these modules to
mechanically support the spacecraft chassis [37], aid in the
craft’s thermal management by active IR emitter coatings,
or to the communication subsystem by housing patch
antennas, or all of it [38]. An endeavour along the same
lines, but more similar to the hopper, is the SMIPS sphe-
rical rover ([30] and Fig. 2i), also from ÅSTC. It does not
exhibit the same massive implementation of MEMS devi-
ces as NS-1, but most of its body is a multilayer, multi-
functional shell with embedded components and circuitry,
harvesting solar energy, protecting the inner parts, and
constituting the tyre at the same time.

Multiple hopper investigations may be conducted using
duplicate or complementary instruments serving various
scientific observation and measurement scenarios, as
illustrated with examples on Fig. 7, using the concept of
fractionated spacecraft [39], here renamed fractionated
explorer. Some instruments are required for navigation
and may be used for general scientific purposes. For
instance, obtaining accurate topography around a hopter is
mandatory for navigation, and may be performed by
photogrammetric processing of camera images obtained
either by more than one hopper, or a single hopper,
complemented by laser scanning. The resulting topo-
graphic information is helpful for any scientific applica-
tion, starting with geomorphology and, using a hopter
network, geodetic measurements and control point net-
work determination. For geodetic measurements, one of
the hopter is to be used as an immobile reference station
(Href, Fig. 7) performing measurements against which all
the other measurements are calibrated.
The analysis of surface rocks may be obtained by
combining various instruments onboard two or three
hopters, in addition to optical cameras placed on the
hopter sides, top and bottom. Mineral composition may be
obtained by near-infrared spectroscopy using e.g. a Fourier
transform spectrometer operating in the wavelength range
1–5 mm. Composition information may be complemented
by data from luminescence from the ultraviolet to the red
domain, using LEDs of specific colours mounted on the
camera (the LEDs may additionally be used to view around
the hopper during night-time if required) as well as Raman
spectrometry [40]. Organic material and biological organ-
isms may be detected and identified using the two latter
techniques [41,42]. Rock porosity may be inferred from
thermal inertia obtained from infrared data. Exploration of
ore deposits such as iron and heavy metals may be con-
ducted by analysing the anisotropy of magnetic suscept-
ibility [43] and X-ray imaging spectrometry [44], respec-
tively. Studies of the microenvironment may be conducted
to monitor weather, observe the ground, and probe the
underground. The weather station may record basic
parameters such as pressure, temperature, and humidity,
and also LEDs for detecting dust [45,46]. Camera recording
the surrounding atmosphere at night illuminated by
flashing LEDs would allow tracking dust particles and
determine their velocity and three-dimensional motion. In
order to monitor wind speed, a minimum a two hoppers
are required for a laser Doppler anemometer to operate.
Ground ice detection, using a ground-penetrating radar,
would reveal materials having contrasting dielectric con-
stant, and would be efficient at detecting pure H2O ice and
CO2 ice. A microphone would allow to detect noisy geo-
logic processes such as glacier ice cracking or mass
wasting.

Hopters are adapted to classical regional geology sur-
veys, including completion of geological profiles tens of
kilometres long, as fruitfully done on Earth for many
decades (Fig. 1). A minimum of two hopters having a
complementary payload may harvest geological informa-
tion pertaining to tectonics, sedimentary geology, miner-
alogy, and rock identification. The hopter optical cameras
and clinometer, used in the navigation subsystem to
evaluate the current hopter attitude and plan jumps, are
here critical instruments for the determination of the
orientation of geological layers in front of rock outcrops as
field geologists are used to do, or from the distance.
Combining geological surveys the same way geologists do
on Earth may lead to geologic maps with as many details
as terrestrial geologic maps.

Various types of geophysical surveys may be conducted.
Typically, geophysical surveys, as well as geodetic surveys as
described in Section 3.3, fully benefit from the networking
capabilities of hopters. This certainly adds complexity to
scientific objectives for which one or several independent
hopters are operating. This complexity, however, is not as
much a consequence of required technological develop-
ments, which have been undertaken by various groups for
other purposes, as a consequence of data processing for
noise reduction and dedicated processing schemes inherent
to networking. The potentiality of networking with hopters
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is illustrated below with examples in gravimetric, magnetic,
and seismic surveying.

Measuring the three components of the gravity field
and their variations can be done on a single hopper using
three perpendicular accelerometers located in each of the
three hopter legs, similar to a technique developed for
underwater gravity field measurement [47]. This way
subsurface density anomalies may be imaged during
jumps. Several hoppers carrying this payload distributed
over a grid pattern (Fig. 6) would be able to conduct a 3D
gravity survey and locate features such as magmatic
intrusions and ice lenses.

Similarly, the three components of the magnetic field
and its variations may be studied at very low weight using
miniaturised magnetometers. Benefitting from the devel-
opment of this kind of instruments for picosatellites (also
referred to as CubeSats), where a conventional, high-per-
formance, three-axial magnetometer would have roughly
the mass of the entire craft, the hopper can be equipped
with microsensors equal in merit, but a few thousandth
the mass, including electronics [48,49]. Based on thin film
technology, and given their small size and simplicity, these
sensors are very robust, and can be integrated with the
vehicle with few constraints. However, contrary to the rest
of the payload, these sensors are likely to be disturbed by
the hopper's locomotion and communication subsystems,
wherefore mounting on or inside the vehicle requires that
measurements are carefully synchronized with these, or
that the signal can be filtered.

Hoppers may be equipped with 3-axis vector Hall-
effect magnetometers [50], located between each hopter
arm, that would be activated while jumping. Measuring
the magnetic field during a jump the trajectory of which is
accurately prepared allows magnetic anomalies to be
identified, and from comparison with a magnetic model
calculated at 1 A/m, absolute magnetisation can be
retrieved [51]. Hopter magnetic survey may thus be used
to reveal the magnetic stratigraphy, the location of mag-
netic bodies, as well as the absolute value of the magnetic
field on the ground. For a magnetic survey, a reference
station (Href, Fig. 7) is required to record potential evolu-
tions of the external magnetic field during the measure-
ments carried out by the other hopters.

A seismic network, the Apollo Lunar surface Experi-
ment Package, was deployed at the surface of the Moon
and operational between 1969 and 1977, with 4 stations
recording more than 12,000 events [52]. On Mars, the
Viking seismic experiment included two seismometers
onboard the two Viking landers [53]; however, only the
Viking Lander 2 experiment was successful and it returned
data for 19 months. Since that time, in spite of several
attempts (Roscosmos Mars'96, ESA/NASA MESUR-MARS-
NET, ESA/NASA INTERMARSNET, ESA/CNES Netlander,
Humboldt payload of an early version of ExoMars), seismic
stations could not be deployed successfully on other Solar
system bodies until today. The NASA/InSight SEIS experi-
ment [54], planned to land on Mars in 2016, includes two
3-axis sensors, the VBB very-broad-band seismometer
(e.g., [55,56]) and the SEIS-SP, MEMS-based short-period
seismometer (e.g., [57,58]). In spite of a single station,
detection of major layers to a depth of hundreds of
kilometres is expected using VBB [54,59] and the current
impact rate at regional-scale determined by SEIS-SP [60].
Building on the achievements of SEIS, a network of hopters
carrying 3-axis sensors, similarly MEMS-based, may be
optimised to obtain data that complement those obtained
by the SEIS package. For instance, a hopter network may
be able to identify seismic layers and image the subsurface
to depths of tens of metres to tens of kilometres, com-
plementing the data that will be obtained by the NASA
InSight mission. With a landing mass of �350 kg, InSight
is 35 times more massive than a hopter, suggesting that for
the same launch mass cost many hopters may be
launched.

Seismic networks deployed from hopters would have to
face several challenges, such as hopter coupling with the
ground to obtain a high seismic signal from the seismic
source, and reduction of local noise. Technical studies of
required hopter leg surface microstructure as well as
identification of the most appropriate mass and mass
distribution within the hopter will be required in order to
maximise hopter coupling with the surface. Noise arising
from local near-surface irregularities and external pertur-
bations (e.g., wind shaking; [61]) is typically removed on
Earth by acquisition of a large number of seismic stations
and records. Noise from local winds is to be expected on
Mars; an encouraging observation from the Viking mis-
sion, however, is that the background seismic noise should
be low and no other significant noise source has been
identified [53]. Wind noise may be attenuated by carefully
selection of the hopter site and attitude [62] with the help
of barometric data [63]. In the InSight mission, the SEIS
experiment is deployed outside the lander with a robotic
arm and protected with a wind and thermal shield. Due to
their small size and proximity to the ground, each hopter
could be considered as a shielding platform hosting the
seismology instrumentation. Processing of data from a
swarm of hopters would contribute to further noise
removal. Adaptation of seismometer frequency range to
the interesting seismic waves anticipated to be detected in
the geological medium is another challenge. To assess this
challenge, we address below the possible causes and
sources of quakes, as well as the frequency range of their
seismic signature and the type of geological information
that can be extracted.

The causes of quakes on other Solar System bodies
include impact cratering ([60,64] on Mars), planetary
cooling (e.g., [65] on Mars), tides (e.g., [66] on the Moon),
perhaps active volcanism (hypothesised on Mars by [67])
and active crustal tectonics (hypothesised on Mars; e.g.,
[68]); and plausibly on Mars, surface processes such as
landsliding, rock fall, and glacier evolution. Processing of
seismic records could reveal hypocentres, such as impact
sites, the depth of major planetary discontinuities such as
between the crust and mantle (see [69] for a discussion on
this boundary on the Moon) and the mantle and core [70];
active volcanoes, faults, active glaciers and areas of active
mass wasting. It could discriminate between these sources
and could even reveal some characteristics of the detected
geologic processes through advanced techniques of wave
analysis developed for terrestrial applications, for instance
magma conduit propagation and associated shear failure
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[71], hydrothermal processes associated to magmatic
events, and volcanic tremors; rockfalls [72,73], granular
flows [73,74] and avalanches [75]; glacier calving [76,77]
or stick-slip motion of glaciers on bedrock [78]. Hetero-
geneous bodies undergoing significant tidal effects should
also reveal seismic activity which is not yet characterised.
Wave analysis could also inform on the discontinuities
along the ray paths, such as sedimentary stratification
(especially sedimentary basins on Mars; e.g., [79]) down to
the underlying basement, the shape of magmatic intru-
sions, and the base of regoliths, the thickness of which
could be estimated. Basalts are very frequent in the crust
of planetary bodies, which causes problems due to scat-
tering and loss of transmitted seismic energy in basalt
(e.g., [80]). This problem may be mitigated in various ways,
especially if the basalt is located at depth, using a low
frequency seismic source (o10 Hz, e.g., [81]) and if other
geophysical data can be obtained for joint inversion (e.g.,
[82]).

MEMS-based accelerometers are ideally adapted to the
low payload mass requirement of hopters. Having cap-
abilities equivalent to conventional short-period geo-
phones, higher in some respects [83,84,85,86,87], techno-
logical developments allow to gradually replace broad-
band geophones by improving the signal toward low fre-
quencies [88,89]. Thermal MEMS [90] may be alternatively
considered. Coupling hopters equipped with 3-axis seis-
mic sensors with a ground-hammering dedicated hopter
operating as a seismic source (Hseis, Fig. 7) may reveal the
shallow subsurface structure. Having the hopters carrying
seismic sensors move along a grid as on Fig. 6b may pro-
vide a 3D image of the crust over a volume depending on
the network geometry and the MEMS capabilities.

The MEMS-based accelerometer of the InSight mission
covers the 0.05–40 Hz range, complementing and somewhat
overlapping the 0.005–1 Hz range of VBB. Altogether, they
cover the whole range of natural quakes known on Earth.
Nevertheless, the single station of InSight will not permit the
majority of the abovementioned geological measurements and
interpretations, which do require a network of stations. Which
are the processes that could be studied by a network of hopter
stations carrying only MEMS-based sensors? In terrestrial
applications, there operational range is from 0 to 800 Hz, but
the highest values are obtained in boreholes only [86]; and in
environments without human activities, such as the Martian
environment, signals at less than 5 Hz are hardly detected [91]
due to noise floor [92]. The latest generation of MEMS-based
accelerometers, however, has a sensitivity in low frequencies
increased by a factor of 10 [88], which may be even improved
to below 1 Hz by denser spatial sampling [93]. The ground
noise, which partly depends on wind and atmosphere condi-
tions, may be different on Mars, depending on the selected
geographic sites and seasons. Seismic signals that should be
identified and characterised by a hopter network due to a
frequency higher than a few Hz include tectonic deformation
generated by underground magma motion (up to 40 Hz;
[71,73]) such as dyke emplacement (e.g., 1–15 Hz was recor-
ded at Etna; [94]) and perhaps tremors (up to 3–4 Hz; [71])
that could be monitored; rockfalls (up to 15–20 Hz; [72,73]);
landslides, avalanches and granular flows in general (up to at
least 15 Hz; [73,75,74]); glacier stick-slip motion on bedrock
(up to 5 Hz; [78]) and calving for quakes of low magnitude
[76]. Detection of seismic surface and body waves that would
have properties of typical of plate-boundary displacements on
Earth would benefit from future advances in MEMS-based
technology due to their low frequency (0.05–0.1 Hz for earth-
quakes of moderate magnitude and less by one or two orders
for earthquakes 48). In the absence of plate tectonics, very
strong earthquakes having such properties are not expected on
other planetary bodies, although they cannot be ruled out.
Volcanic tremors and hydrothermal processes associated to
magma emplacement, as well as glacier calving would also
benefit from future advances in MEMS-based technology
toward lower frequencies [71,76,77].

It is anticipated that hopter investigations not only
complement rover and lander investigations, but also
propose a new way of thinking acquisition of planetary
exploration data, very much inspired by the way earth
science research is conducted for terrestrial studies. Hop-
ters can be sent as piggy-back robots on future missions
that include a rover, similar to the NASA/Mars 2020 mis-
sion, a lander similar to the Roscosmos/Luna-Glob mission
(currently scheduled in 2024) or a lander network such as
the ESA/INSPIRE Mars network project, the International
Lunar Network (scheduled to start in 2018), but also
airplane-based scout missions to Mars and manned mis-
sions within the framework of the ESA/AURORA pro-
gramme in which hopters can help access areas that are
risky for humans. It could also be used for any future
mission that would be designed to land on the surface of
Phobos, Deimos, cometary nuclei, and asteroids.
3. Examples of scientific applications

3.1. Mars exploration: Valles Marineris

The usefulness of hopters for Mars exploration is illu-
strated by an example in the Valles Marineris canyons. This
example is selected because a cross section in Valles
Marineris would provide insight into the whole planet
history. Although landing sites have been suggested for
rover missions (e.g., [95]), the landing ellipse constrains
the landing site to be very far from the Valles Marineris
walls, where a very long geologic history is recorded, and
restricts the observations to a few sedimentary units. Most
of the geologic landscapes are not accessible to rovers
indeed (Fig. 8).

Exploration of Valles Marineris could be conducted
along a transect that would comprehend the crustal
basement over a thickness of up to 10 km and the whole
sedimentary pile filling the canyons, studying all the geo-
logical events from their imprint on the current geomor-
phology, their compositional effect of rocks, and their
geophysical signature. A synthetic geologic cross-section of
Valles Marineris is presented (Fig. 9a), mainly inspired
from the eastern Candor Chasma (external layered
deposits have not been identified in this area). The current
distribution of HiRISE images does not allow a continuous
transect to be analysed (Fig. 9b); nevertheless, like during
terrestrial field work, good understanding of a given geo-
logic ensemble is more likely to arise from multiple



Fig. 8. Valles Marineris landscape (southwest Candor Chasma). (a): CTX
shaded relief map; (b) Slope steepness map from CTX digital elevation
model: the slopes o30° are green and the slopes 430° are red. The red
areas are not accessible to conventional rovers, nor are the more gentle
slopes and flat terrains surrounded by these areas. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. (a) Synthetic Valles Marineris geologic cross section, mainly
inspired from eastern Candor Chasma (external layered deposits have not
been identified in this area; [102]); (b) location of the HiRISE images used
for the fictitious transect analysed in Fig. 11. All the duration of the
exposed geologic history of Mars can be studied in such a short cross-
section; the use of the same instrument set at each observation site
would make site-to-site comparisons conditions ideal.
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profiles selected for key exposures than a single very long
profile (e.g., Fig. 1).

Fig. 10 summarizes some key landforms in eastern
Candor Chasma (Fig. 9b) that could be investigated using
hopters but would not using conventional rovers. In this
example, 2 hopters for regional geology, and an additional
two (including a reference station) for magnetic surveying
basement rock, would provide invaluable information to
answer key scientific questions for better understanding
the evolution of Mars: what is the thickness of the indi-
vidual lava flows in Valles Marineris, which appears to be
representative of the composition and structure of the
uppermost Martian crust [96]? What can be inferred from
the detailed analysis of the Valles Marineris chasma walls
in terms of lava flow directions and emplacement modes
[97,98,99] Are the lava flows fed by local dykes, are there
indicators making it possible identification of their origin,
how do they relate to Tharsis magmatism [100]? What is
the absolute magnetization at the surface of the Martian
crust? What is the nature of the magnetic reversals, some
of which are recorded in the eastern Valles Marineris (e.g.,
[101])? Is there evidence of polar wander in the magnetic
anomaly record on the ground that could have been
generated by reorientation of the planetary rotation axis,
following crustal or lithospheric loading in the Syria
Planum-Tharsis area by cooling of voluminous early mag-
matism [103,104]? What is the composition and magne-
tization of the deep Valles Marineris basement observed
underneath the lava flows [105]? Can graben border fault
be identified along the walls, what is their kinematics, can
their throw (e.g., [106,107,108]) be estimated? What is the
nature of the Interior Layered Deposits (ILDs)? What is the
proportion of sulphates, basalts, ice, and other compo-
nents? Are the ILD sulphates observed to have formed
from alteration of basalts in glacial conditions (e.g.,
[109,110])? The answers have consequences for the geo-
logical processes of the whole planet because very similar
deposits are widespread on Mars, including in Gale crater
[111] and others (e.g., [112]). What in situ landscape ana-
lysis tells us about the succession of climate periods since
the Noachian? What is the thickness of the supraglacial till
on fossil Valles Marineris glaciers, which may occupy as
one million cubic kilometres [113]? What is the nature,
origin and flow triggering mechanisms of the Recurring
Slope Lineae (RSL) [114], observed in Valles Marineris [115]
and many other regions of Mars [116], can they play a role
in planetary habitability given the composition [117] of the
flowing liquids?



Fig. 10. (a) Examples of Valles Marineris landscapes along the cross section are presented. From bottom (South) to top (North): HiRISE image
ESP_033195_1710; HiRISE image ESP_017266_1715; HiRISE image PSP_002155_1720; HiRISE image HiRISE PSP_009407_1730; HiRISE image
PSP_008985_1730. ILD stands for Interior Layered Deposits. (b). Example of a hopter path in selected landscapes shown in the boxes in (a). The pixel size of
image PSP_002I155_1720 (Fig. 9a, middle), initially 50�50 cm, is resampled to 25�25 cm, which is the size of pixels on the other images of Fig. 9a. The
ground location of 50 hopter steps is displayed by a red surface area of 2�2 pixels (50�50 cm) and surrounded by a white halo for enhanced visibility.
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Fig. 10. (continued)
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A 4-hopter commando could investigate the edge of the
southern plateau (Fig. 10a, A1) and move downslope to the
mafic volcanic pile (A2), investigating the rock magnetic
properties as well as flow morphology and study flow
direction indicators. Information on wallrock mineralogy
[118] would be refined. Studying the faults observed to cut
across the volcanic piles would be a priority science topic.
Fig. 10b shows what a hopter path with 50 steps could be
for investigation of these scarps (Fig. 10b, A). The debris
slope below the lava pile may be interesting to study (A3);
from terrestrial experience, debris slopes collects rock
debris from so many sources that they provide an excellent
view of the diversity of rocks upslope, including rocks
having very limited exposures and could be not visible
along the path followed by hopters upslope.
Two hopters could investigate the southern slope of
Candor Chasma ILD mounds, starting from the contact
with the basement (Fig. 10a, B1), interpreted to be a
trimline [113,119]. Although usually considered to be
homogeneous and parallel at large scale, the ILDs display
unconformities (B2), as also identified in Aeolis Mons in
Gale Crater [120] as well as variations in strength (B3)
which could also be studied (Fig. 10b, B). Such changes in
sedimentation conditions reflect changes in paleoenvir-
onment conditions, some of them expressed by paleosols
that hopters could clearly identify and characterise.

Two other hopters could investigate the northern ILD
slopes, which present a different morphology. Yardangs
are observed in the upper part of the slope (Fig. 10a, C1),
gradually transforming to broad flutes northward. Hopters
are especially appropriate to study RSL (C2, C3). The Valles



Fig. 11. High-resolution mesoscale atmospheric models in Valles Mar-
ineris [127] predict that wind speed in Candor Chasma at 70 °W is
minimum at a few metres above the topographic surface at breakfast
time (a, 9 a.m.) and tea time (b, 5 p.m.). Katabatic winds are maximum
(30 m/s) at 10–11 p.m. and anabatic winds at 0–2 p.m. (18 m/s). The black
box highlights the Valles Marineris chasmata.
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Marineris RSL [115], similar to others, have been described
flowing from bedrock levels (e.g., [116]). In the case of
Fig. 10, RSL form in ILDs. In addition to studying their
composition from the field, they can access the RSL source
region (C2, also Fig. 10b, C) and identify the particular
geological circumstances that favour RSL development.
During the summer season, the hopter cameras can
monitor the source area and capture RSL initiation. In spite
of recurrence, it may happen that the hopters, located
right at the source area of the previous year, may need to
move metres or a few tens of metres to capture the event.
The RSL end zone (C3) may also be investigated, as well as
the debris slopes that are frequently observed to form in
the lower ILDs parts. Some of them appear to form from
specific ILD levels, and may therefore be made of rock
debris of composition differing from the composition of
the most common ILD levels. Fig. 10a (C3) also shows the
geologic processes occurring in the ILDs between the
flutes. These valleys are covered by viscous flow of some
material coming from the upper ILDs and covered by
dunes. This viscous material displays valley-parallel
banding along the flow margins, along which the dunes
are deformed, denoting shearing. These features suggest
that the viscous valley infilling could be made of till-
covered glaciers or rock glaciers, similar to chasma glacial
infilling identified by Mège and Bourgeois [119] and
Gourronc et al. [113].

The floor of the chasma is frequently covered by layered
sediments that are usually not considered as Interior
Layered Deposits sensu stricto, which two hoppers could
also investigate in cross section (Fig. 10a, D1) for their
formation and composition. These layered floor deposits
are unconformably overlain by deposits of huge chasma
wall landslides, which are frequently observed in Valles
Marineris (e.g., [121]) and the base level of which (D2, also
Fig. 10b, D) is expected to be particularly informative to
understand their mode of emplacement and the role (e.g.,
[122]) or absence (e.g., [123]) of lubricating fluids or ice.
The layered floor deposits are sometimes fractured by
huge crevices bordered by unstable scarps, the top of
which is subject to rock falls that feed a fallen block mantle
on the lower part of the slope (D3). The role of rock
strength contrasts and fluids in rock fall triggering could
be investigated.

In addition to two hopters for geology, two hopters for
magnetic studies could be used to investigate the northern
slope of the chasma. A hopter could study, for instance,
atypical impact crater morphologies in floor deposits tes-
tifying to an unusual, perhaps ice-rich, surface material in
which the topography of small impact craters relaxes (E1).
A joint study of dyke swarms (E2, also Fig. 10b, E) exposed
on the lower half of the chasma wall (e.g., [124] for Cop-
rates Chasma) and the volcanic host rock would reveal
magma feeding relationships based on geomorphological
analysis and composition indicators, dyke flow and pro-
pagation direction (clue to magma source location), crustal
magnetization properties, and variations in the orientation
of the magnetic field. Dyke cross-cutting relationships (E2,
E3) would inform on stress field evolution [125,126] and
contribute to the understanding of the crustal geody-
namics [100]. Thin dykes such as on E2 are especially
informative on flow propagation direction through petro-
graphic and structural fabric, flow indicators such as
grooves and fingers, and anisotropy of magnetic suscept-
ibility [128,129,130]; whereas thick dykes, such as E3
(thickness 10 m), record evidence of more complex
emplacement history, allowing in addition to retrieve the
number of magma pulses, temperature contrasts with the
host rock, dyke emplacement duration, hence an estima-
tion of the volume of fed volcanic flows, via analysis of
dyke margins (e.g., [131,132,133]). Such an analysis may
performed using high-resolution camera to examine the
details of dyke margins, and spectrometers to identify



Fig. 12. Use of hopters to study lunar central peaks: Aristarchus (a) and Tycho (b), imaged by LRO/LROC. A few to several hundred jumps would be required
to cover the distances indicated in red. Note the albedo variations along the Aristarchus central peak, which could indicate crustal rocks of different
compositions exhumed by the impact. The top of the Tycho central peal also displays albedo variations that could indicate differences in rock composition.
The 120-long boulder is located on a solidified and fractured molten rock. Variations in mineralogical assemblages at Aristarchus central peak (lower left) is
illustrated by a Clementine UV/Vis colour-composite ratio image [134]. SELENE Multiband Imager colour-composite image of Tycho's central peak (lower
right) emphasises almost pure anorthosite at lower elevations (blue) and up to 10% of high-Ca pyroxene (yellow) at higher elevations [135] Hopters are not
to scale. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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composition variations along transects across the dykes
and the host rock next to them.

Due to its high slopes, Valles Marineris is subject to
strong anabatic and katabatic winds that could not only
transport the hopters to an unexpected place (which may
not be a negative issue). However, study sites can be
selected in a way that wind velocity [127] may become
negligible several metres above the surface, combining
wind predictions and site geomorphology. A jumping
strategy that accounts for katabatic and anabatic wind
minima also minimises this risk (Fig. 11).

3.2. Moon exploration: magnetic field and central peaks

On the Moon, steep rille walls display crustal outcrops,
and impact basin rims and central peaks open a window to
the materials that compose the deep lunar crust. For
central peak studies, the best outcrops are located on very
steep slopes of young craters, such as Tycho (Fig. 12). Such
steep slopes are inaccessible to rovers. Their steepness and
potential instability could be a risk for static landers and
in situ human investigations too. The slope of rilles are also
steep, and may also be gravitationally unstable.

Because of their mechanism of formation by isostatic
rebound and their widespread distribution, the crater
central peaks are of critical importance for understanding
the crustal structure and overall evolution of the Moon.
The peaks of large craters give access to rocks excavated
from deep crustal levels. For instance, high-resolution
(40 cm) LRO/LROC views of the Aristarchus and Tycho
(Fig. 12) indicate a high diversity of the rock outcrops that
adds to the intrinsic complex tectonics of central peaks.
This geological complexity is supported by the existing
mineralogical interpretation of data from Clementine
[134,136,137], SELENE [135], and Chandrayaan-1 [138].

On such central peaks, the much higher spectral reso-
lution that can be obtained from in situ measurements by
a hopter compared to orbital measurements would allow
us to obtain much more accurate information as to the
composition of the excavated rocks, hence their origin. A
high resolution camera operating in the visible domain
would provide accurate information as to the tectonic and
geomorphologic evolution of the peak, which would be
used to understand the initial stratigraphic relationships
between the excavated rocks.

The hopper's ability to access rough terrain inaccessible
to rovers may make them a powerful tool for geo-
magnetism (Fig. 13). The lunar bedrock has preserved
evidence of an early dynamo generating an intense and
long-lived magnetic field, the complexity of which is not
yet understood. Analysis of the geometry of this magnetic
field in terrains of different ages with dedicated hopters
would be powerful in contributing to solve this complex-
ity. Hypotheses regarding the nature of the magnetic
source would support or discard models of double dyna-
mos and bistable dynamo [139]. Bedrock tends to be
exposed on cliff faces. A good example is the bedrock at
Rima Hadley at the Apollo 15 landing site. The rocks col-
lected during the Apollo missions were not protected from
external magnetic fields after collections, and their mag-
netization has been overprinted. Hopters would be excel-
lent for accessing rocks in such settings and analyse their
magnetization.



Fig. 13. Use of a hopter for studying the residual magnetization of the lunar crust at bedrock exposures at Rima Hadley, Apollo 15 site. Hopters not to scale.
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3.3. Phobos exploration

On Phobos, the whole surface can be visited by hopters
with a very low energy consumption. Rovers are not able
to operate on such objects due to microgravity conditions
and, as a result, lack of enough mass to generate the fric-
tion required between the wheels and the surface [19].

Interpretation of the blue and red terrains observed at
the surface, characterisation of the internal structure of
Phobos, investigation of potential resources, dust dynam-
ics, and the future evolution of Phobos, are examples of
topics that could benefit from hopter studies.

The MRO/HiRISE colour images of Phobos have
revealed that the surface colour is dominated by two
spectral units in the Stickney crater area, blue and red
[140]. Their thickness is debated, with interpretations
favouring a thin blue blanket [140] and others a mosaic of
km-thick blue and red blocks [141]. These units are not yet
clearly spectrally characterised, with an ongoing debate as
to their possible phyllosilicate content identified by MEx/
PFS, unconfirmed by MEx/OMEGA [142] but consistent
with absorptions in the red and mid-infrared by MRO/
CRISM [143,136]. Hopters could contribute to the under-
standing of the nature of the red and blue units two ways:
first, the composition of these units could be accurately
determined on the ground by hopters carrying near-
infrared and Raman spectrometers. Secondly, whether
any of the two units are a superficial blanket only, whether
the blue [140] or red [141] could be determined by
examining the regolith by hopter jumps in order to max-
imise regolith shearing by the legs and removal. The
results of such hopter investigations would not only be a
major step [143] toward the understanding of Phobos'
regolith, which is the only source of information to con-
strain its composition [136], but also a major step for
constraining its origin and formation processes (e.g.,
[144,145]) and identification of potential resources [146].

The available gravity data are currently not accurate
enough for the internal structure of Phobos to reveal
anomalies in the gravity field [147]. Data from the MaRS
radiometer experiment of Mars Express indicates, how-
ever, that Phobos has a high porosity, estimated to ca. 30%
[144], and could contain large voids or an abundance of
low density material such as water ice [148]. Phobos
control point tracking has revealed a libration amplitude
that favours an overall homogeneous Phobos interior
[149], especially consistent with the presence of water
ice. A gravity three-dimensional experiment (“Phobos is
evidently the most interesting application of ‘triaxial
geophysics’”; [150]) carried by a hopter network (Fig. 7)
would be able to provide a detailed view of the gravity
anomalies at the scale the network would be deployed,
from shallow and small-scale to deep and large-scale.
Additional information as to the distribution of masses in
Phobos' interior could be provided by hopter acquisition
of two-way Doppler measurements in X-band between
hopters and Earth-ground stations and implementation
of star-tracking techniques [151]; nevertheless, imple-
mentation of such an experiment would require direct
and long-lasting radio communications between hopters
and the Earth, which needs a detailed feasibility study.

The distribution of masses within Phobos, a direct
consequence of its accretion history [144,145] constrains
the future evolution of Phobos, which will be disrupted
before it would crash on Mars due to tidal forces. A seismic
survey [150] conducted by a hopter network (Fig. 7) would
determine the Lamé coefficients, which define the elastic
properties of Phobos, and help predict its disruption at the
Roche limit, estimated to occur in the next tens of million
years [152,153], with the first observable effects starting
perhaps as soon as in a few thousand years [154]. In
addition to these parameters, which can be used to refine
Phobos disruption models, the study of relative hopter
displacement in a hopter network used as a geodetic
network, using laser ranging for instance, would provide
direct and continuous measurements of the current tidal
effects. These would constrain the Phobos evolution
models further, and help determine the timing of future
disruption.

Models predict that solar radiations and wind plasma
flow at the surface of Phobos may cause dust production
near the surface of Phobos, resulting in dust trails and a
dust ring in its orbit (e.g., [155]). The attempts at identi-
fying such dust concentrations from various datasets (see
[155]), until the MEx/HRSC dataset [142], have failed.
These particles are below the level of detection of the
current sensors, placing an upper limit to dust particle size
and abundance. Flashing LEDs mounted next to hopter
cameras (see Section 2.5) would help identify and char-
acterize dust particle on the very near surface of Phobos,
and track their motion [45].

3.4. Asteroid resources

Hopters can also be used to identify and characterise
resources, in addition to answering basic science ques-
tions. Many asteroids are thought to have abundant
resources in metals (“… practically a whole asteroid may
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be considered as a deposit of metals”; [156]), with atten-
tion particularly drawn on metals from the Platinum group
[157]. Among others, of exceptional interest is asteroid 16
Psyche, which appears to be fully composed of unoxidised
metals [158,159], analogue in composition and maybe in
significance to a planetary core as well as a possible parent
body of mesosiderites [160,161]. Although the economic
viability of asteroids exploration remains questionable on
the short to middle term, their exploration for resources
has attracted a growing interest over the last decade with
the idea that combining science and profit will be bene-
ficial to all [162]. The investigations of the REXIS (Regolith
X-ray Imaging Spectrometer) instrument of the OSIRIS-Rex
mission, planned for exploration of asteroid 101955 Bennu
with launch in 2016, may be considered as the first step
toward detailed asteroid resource investigations.

Because of the difficulties of moving at the surface of
such low-gravity bodies as asteroids, as well as tumbling
issues, mining companies such as Deep Space Industries
and Planetary Resources envisage In situ prospection of
asteroids using CubeSats. Hopters would provide low cost
mobile alternatives, and instrumentation as on Fig. 7
would provide the necessary tools for resource evaluation
site by site. Due to their mobility, the number of required
hopters to study the surface of asteroids would be much
smaller than the number of CubeSats, and guarantee
access to the whole asteroid surface.

3.5. Exploration of other low-gravity bodies

Exploring further objects, such as cometary nuclei, KBOs,
trojans and others, is also thought to be possible using
hopters, however with additional constraints for bodies
undergoing very low insolation, making impossible battery
refill using solar energy using the technology existing today.
Nevertheless, this problem may be mitigated with more
mass devoted to battery on kbopters than on other hopter
categories at the expense of the payload. This would not
harm the scientific interest of a mission because many
instruments, including cameras, spectrometers and others,
are not much weight demanding, and because the number
of instruments onboard each hopters can be decreased by
increasing the number of hopters. Scientific objective may
be related to the interpretation of icy landscapes on giant
planets' satellites, extended to analysis of surface material
loss by cometary nuclei similar to the analysis that was
mentioned for investigating Phobos dust.
4. Concluding remarks

The advantages of using the hopter platform compared
to rovers and other hopping platforms include (1) concept
simplicity, which increases reliability and robustness;
(2) ability at implementing a variety of displacement
strategies, including networking, opening the possibility of
undertaking three-dimensional geological and geophysical
surveys; (3) versatility: hopters may be considered as main
mission platforms, secondary platforms connected to a
lander or rover for exploring risky terrain, or a help to
human in situ exploration in areas where the scientific
reward is worth the potential loss of a hopter but not a
human being; (4) high manoeuvrability: the symmetric
distribution of the three actuating legs determines the
jumping direction by adjusting jump energy in each arm
separately. Hopters are also symmetric (no top, no bot-
tom), which in case of unpredicted jump target behaviour,
ensures mobility recovery; (5) extreme mobility: jumping
high is made possible by the low mass and small size.
Obstacles as high as 1.5 m on Earth, 4 m on Mars, and 9 m
on the Moon can be overcome, which in most circum-
stances (e.g., very high cliffs devoid of benches) on Mars
and the Moon is enough to travel far in mountains and
other areas with steep slopes or large boulders. Much
higher cliffs can be crossed if �1�1 m benches divide the
cliff into sections having subvertical walls lower than these
values. The small weight allows to consider crossing ter-
rains that would be too loose for much heavier rovers.
Several kilometres can be travelled without battery
recharge; (6) new balance between risk and scientific
benefit: in a several hopter mission, scientists and engi-
neers may decide that a site of exceptional scientific
interest but presenting a risk of platform damage may be
worth taking the risk to visit, given the cost of the platform
and the number of other hopters still in operation;
(7) launched mass cost: for instance, a hopter platform and
its payload is 90 times less expensive than Curiosity.
Undoubtedly, the number of scientific instruments
onboard a hopter is less than the number of instruments
that can be placed on a rover, and there is no way to attain
the level of robotic sophistication that can be attained in
Curiosity. Nevertheless, if the same costs are considered,
the opportunity of having tens of hopters at the surface of
Mars opens an avenue to scientific objectives that geolo-
gists and geophysicists would dream to attain on other
solid bodies, based on their scientific experience on Earth,
and are unachievable with other types of platforms.

The considerable improvement expected in scientific
understanding by exploring other Solar System bodies
using hopters also justifies that efforts are directed
towards dramatic instrument miniaturisation to fit the
mass constraints. All the instruments mentioned in this
work either exist at a level of technological development
that is consistent with the mass constraints for hopper
integration, or are thought to be miniaturised enough after
a couple of years of development. Joint integration of the
main system and the instrument subsystems is an espe-
cially promising direction for even higher platform and
instrument mass gain. Microtechnology and MEMS tech-
nology, by itself, can only meet this challenge in part,
however. Without joint integration of the vehicle system
and the instrument subsystems, little is gained, since the
interfacing and packaging otherwise necessary, or at least
used, for the MEMS devices will multiply their mass by
several orders of magnitude. Best leverage is achieved if
the bulk and surfaces of the carriers for the components
and their connections (MEMS, electronics and circuitry)
are used for additional tasks, for instance carrying load as
members of the chassis, or being the carrier of thin or
thick film components like solar cells or active coatings for
thermal management. Judging from vehicles with similar
or worse mass limitations, like the above mentioned
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nanosatellite and spherical rover, an extremely competent
hopper with the stated mass, is within reach.
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